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A number of troaffic management measur>es ?Jepe tested in the
centruZ a1"ea of LiveropooZ by means of' a siTm~,tation/a8Bignment

model - SATURN, lJhich iMopporoates a fueZ consumption sub-model.
After' outlining the SATURN model., the paper> descPibes in detail.
its fueL eonsumption sub-modeL and the appLioaticm of SATURN
in Liver>pooz..

This papeTl can be conveniently divided into two main paT'ts"
nameZy: a desCJr>iption of the Tlesults of' a case study involving
the modeUing of f!Peeifie tr>affie management p~oposaLs for> the
cent~l aTlea ~f' LiveppooZ; and an assessment of' the likely
eneT'gy consequences of u1'ban t'Y'an8p01"t management measupes"

The seeond par>t of the paper> r>epo~tB on the ~esuHB of a study
into the likely enero[fY effects of upban troanspor't ma:nagement
measu:res. These -include tr'affic eng'tneeping and cap l'estru'int
measu:re8. The l"esults a7'e plMed in the oontext of ove7'all
nationaL fueL eonsumptionin the UK and it iB eoneLuded that
the aehievabl·e savings f7'om ·individual measupes a7'e Z·ikeZy to
be smaLL.

* The iJ)o7'k 7'epof'ted he1"e !JaB ear'ned out whilst the autho1" ?Jas
employed by the Institute fo1" T7'anspo7't Studies, Univepsity of
LBedB, EngLand.

ABSTRACT.:
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ENERGY AND URBAN TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT

This paper reports on some of the findings of a research project
by the author whilst at the Institute for Transport Studies (ITS),

ty of Leeds.

The E~imary objectives of this research work were twofold, namely:

1) to develop fuel consumption sub-models to be used in conjunction
with conventional traffic assignment models as well as more
detailed simulation-assignment models; and

2) to estimate the likely energy impacts of urban transport
management (UTM) measures at the level of the individual area,
and to assess the potential that such measures may have in
helping to reduce the tgtal national oil cpnsumed in transport.

During the last decade there has been considerable research into ways
reduce the heavy dependence on petroleum products by transport in general
road traffic in particular. Such work has concentrated on developments

vehicle technology and alter~at;ve fuels which are the areas where
nnt·pntial savings are likely to be greatest The quantification of the

tive as well as adverse fuel consumption consequences of UTM measures,
an area of research which has not received as much attention" This;s
nly because the implementation of such measures are the direct responsibility
individual local authorities for whom energy conservation is not usually

high priority

There are two main reasons why this trend should be reversed, namely
nrc,mo·te awareness on the part of local planners, elected representatives
other interested parties, of the energy consequences of transport

measures so as to encourage energy conservation; and to quantify
extent to which it is possible to reduce national oil consumption in

through UTM measures

The paper is organised as follows. In the next section the SATURN
c simulation/assignment model is briefly described with specific
s placed on the fuel consumption sub-model incorporated in it. This

lowed by a section dealing with the use of SATURN to assess the fuel
corlsuITIP!:ion implications of a number of traffic management measures proposed

central area of Liverpool. Finally, a summary of the results of
assessment of the national fuel saving potential of a range of UTM

is presented,

MODEL

SATURN (Simulation and Assignment of Traffic in Urban Road Networks)
a detailed traffic assignment model which~incorpoYates two-main-components:

detailed simulation model of traffic flow, and a traffic assignment model
uses an lequilibrium J technique based on an optimum combination of

l-or-nothing assignments The simulation stage determines intersection
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The SATURN model - basic structure

delays resulting from a given demand pattern and is based on the same
fundamental assumptions used in the traffic model of the TRANSYT program,
namely: that the pattern of traffic demand is constant over the time period
being studied (normally of the order of 30 minutes or 1 hour); and that
traffic flows exhibit a cyclic behaviour which is a direct result of the
dominance of traffic signals operating under a common cycle length over
the area being studied.. In this way only one cycle is simulated and the
traffic flow is represented by 'flow profiles'. The simulation therefore
takes place by manipulating the shapes of these 'profiles' to take accOunt
of platoon dispersion from one junction to the next, the supply character_
istics of each turning movement at a junction, and the pattern of opposing
flows at the junction .. The common cycle time is divided into an equal
number of time units or sI ices (user specified), which form the basic unit
of analysi s

FERREIRA

Flow-delay curves for each turning movement, based on a given demand
are calculated and passed on to the assignment phase. The latter uses '
this information to update travel times and hence determine a new pattern
of route choice, which is then passed through to the simulation.. This
iterative process, which is shown in Figure 1, continues until a stable
pattern of flow is achieved for each turning movement.. The criterion for
stability is user specified and under default conditions the model stops
when 85 percent of turning movement flows are within 5 percent from one
iteration to the next.

FIGURE 1

The input data consists of a road network description, an OD vehicle
trip matrix for the time period being studied, and a description of the bus
routes and corresponding frequencies. Since the modelling of intersection
delays plays such an important role in the simu'lation stage, a detailed
description of each junction, or node, is required. A full description of
the characteristics of each 'in-link' joining a node is necessary, in terms
of its length, average free flow travel time, number of entry lanes,
c~pacity of each turning movement, and a list of the lanes used by each tur'n
In addition full details of signal settings and offsets must also be input
where appropriate
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Two types of urban fuel consumption estimation procedur-e were
investigated, namely:

The output obtained from SATURN is of two main types, namely:
junction based delay data and system-wide measures of performance. The
latter include the total distance travelled, total delayed time, total
travel time, total number of stops, total number of first time, or primary,
stops, and total fuel consumption. For each turning movement at a junction
the following information is output: average delay to vehicles at the
start and end of the time periods being modelled, the capacity of the
turning movement; the assigned or ldemand l flow given by the assignment
stage which corresponds to the total demand, and the 'simulated' flow which
corresponds to the actual flow simulated during the time period .. The
difference between the 'demand! and the 'simulated' flow is the amount of
traffic which wishes to but is not allowed to reach the node during the
time period being modelled due to queues upstream of that node .. This
difference which is a form of 'suppressed l demand, may be 'passed! on to
a subsequent time period and modelled then. The structure of the model
has been described in detail by Hall et a1 (1980) and a more recent paper
by van Vliet (1982) deals with the latest improvements made to SATURN ..

Fuel Consumption Estimates
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(i ) A linear relationship between fuel consumed (FC), and total
distance travelled, D, and total travel time, T, of the form:

(1 )

wfle.re k] and k? are constants found from empirical eViden.ce and
T is calculatea using total travel time including all delay and
stopped time. The available evidence suggests that by using
such an equation only some sixty to seventy percent of the
variation in fuel consumption, from one road section to another,
is explained ..

In spite of this shortcoming such an expression is useful in
that it can be used with the output of conventional transport
demand modelling techniques. The traditional four-step process
which begins with trip generation and ends with the loading of
traffic onto a road network, i .,e. traffic assignment, provides
overall distance travelled and time spent on the network, thus
enabling fuel consumption to be estimated directly

The average vehicle for the U.K passenger car fleet was taken
to have an engine size of 1500 cc Although this value is sUbjected
to errors, the subsequent use to which it is put here means that the
value is fairly insensitive to small changes in vehicle size For
such an average vehicle the values for k1 and k2 which were put
forward are 0.07 l/km and 1 65 l/hr respectively.

This type of fuel consumption sub-model is deficient, in the
context of urban traffic management evaluation~ since it does not
take explicit account of the effect of acceleration/deceleration
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(2)

(3)

fuel consumed at a steady cruising speed
idle fuel flow rate
excess fuel per complete stop.

1) Distance travelled at cruising speed (D)
2) The amount of stopped time (Ts )
3) The number of stops made (S)

FERREIRA

cycles under congested driving conditions. We can have the situation
where the same total travel time is taken to travel a given distance
on two different runs although the number of stops made may be
different. As far as fuel consumption is concernned it clearly
matters whether one's time is spent idling in a queue or decel
to and accelerating from a stopped position.

A number of researchers have highlighted this problem, and
models which take direct account of the number of stops have been
proposed, Vincent et al (1980), Messenger etal (1980), and
Akce1i k (1980). Such mode Is usually take into account three
separate elements of an urban trip, namely:

Fuel consumption, FC is thus expressed as:

where ala2a3

The coefficient a represents the difference between the fuel
consumed during a complete stop/start cycle and that fuel which would
be consumed if the same distance was travelled at an assumed cruising
speed .. The time spent stopped is not included here since it is
already allowed for under the second term of the equation

FC = 0 07 0 + 1. 2 TOe1 + 0 016 Sl + 0 005 S2

(i i )

Iln equation (3) Fe is in 1/100 km and TOe1 in veh-hrs

210

From the results obtained from a recent survey in Leeds using two
instrumented vehicles, Ferreira (1982), a fuel consumption expression was
derived with the following coefficients:1

Where the coefficient of SI - 0 016 litres/stop - assumes that first time
stops are made from an average speed of 48 km/h _. the assumed crui sing speed
- and the coefficient of S - 0005 litres/stop - assumes that the average
'queue-crawling' stop reac~es a speed of 20 km/h.. Equation (3) shows the
default coefficient values presently used in SATURN although it is possible
to arrive at different values by using other assumptions more appropriate to
local conditions and the methodology described in Ferreira (1982) ..

The case for using a particular method of fuel consumption estimation
depends on the use to which the results will be put, Le. the reasons for
the estimation in the first instance, as well as on the level of detail of
the available input data. Ihe more detailed expression, which includes the
two types of stops, is to be preferred for an evaluation of a number of
different traffic management schemes for an urban area where the degree of
congestion is high and the main objective is to alleviate that congestion.
This ;s the case of such traffic management measuY:es as improvements to
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junction control (either individually or as part of an area traffic control
System), vehicle restraint measures or the introduction of environmental
areas"

The coefficients given ilbovo do not include the effect of starting
with a cold engine whic:, can be considerable in the case of
very short trips" If the average journey len9th and the proportion of trips
which start from cold are known, it is possible to adjust the equations b:

an additional term which would be a constant - i.e. the excess fuel
to a 'cold' start per trip ,. times the number of trips affected,

Other factors not accounted for directly by any of the sub-models
orelPosed here include the effect of slowdowns and other speed fluctuations,

well as the effect of different gradients" This latter factor may be
when transferring the results in space or when quantifying the

""'pc1'", of UTM measures which are likely to cause rerouting to or from
inks of considerably different gradients,

The SATURN model was used to evaluate the fuel consumption consequences
several traffic management measures proposed by the local planning agency"

work was part of a joint project between ITS and the Joint Transportation
(JTU) of Merseyside County Council,

The central area of Liverpool covered by the study was sub-divided
a 'core t area surrounded by an outer region or 'buffer! zone.. This

stinction refers to the level of detail at which the road network and
system wer'€ treated in the modelling process. The 'core' area,

is under 2 km2 , was modelled in detail using SATURN, and is the
where all traffic management measures reported here were introduced,

0"+,,,;,10 this I core ' area, a further area was represented in the modelling
by a network which was coded to the same level of detail as

required by a conventional assignment model, This 'buffer' network
incorporated in order to assess the rerouting effects of introducing

highway schemes outside the 'core' part of the central area. The
k representation of the SATURN area (Le" the central 'core'), and

'buffer' area, are shown in Figures 2 and 3 Y'espectively"

Details of the calibration process which used 1978 as the base year,
ven by Choraffa and Ferreira (1983) A brief description of the
undertaken and the results obtained wi 11 now follow
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this test formed the
The results of such

the upgrading of existing roads to the west and south of
the city which form part of the inner ring road

the completion of a new length of road extending the line
of the inner ring road round the north of the city ..

(i)

(i i )

The global performance statistics obtained from
basis for comparison with all other subsequent tests.
a comparison ay'€ shown in Table 1"

Test 8

(ii) the closure, as part of a pedestrianisation scheme, of a
bus only link and the transfer of services to an adjacent
route, utilising the bus terminus mentioned in (i)

(iii) conversion of two links from one-way operation to two-way
operation with certain restrictions on access a~d
associated bus route changes,

Testing UTM Measures

The measures assessed with the help of SATURN can be conveniently
divided into two types, namely those that have been put forward by Merseyside
County Council planners, either as schemes awaiting implementation or as
pr~oposals felt to be implementable in the near' future; and those measures
which are of an 'academic' nature in the sense that they do not represent
current views of local planners, but are felt to be relevant in the context
of the work reported

(i) closure of a one-way street to general traffic with part
of its length remaining for two-way bus usage only, as
access to a large bus terminus

The first test carried out was the base or 'do-nothing' situation for
1982 .. Those changes which had taken place, were under construction, or were
contracted to be constructed during 1982 were incorporated as changes to
the 1978 network, the ma i n items are:

Test A

In addition to those changes incorporated in Test A network, certain
proposals, while not approved by the County Council, were considered to be
highly likely to be implemented irrespective of any of the less certain
proposals for change which the current stud.y was to consider. This test
included these changes over and above those already in the Test A network.
The main changes were:

As can be seen from Table 1, these changes resulted in a small operational
penalty, travel distance increased by 3 percent while travel time and delay
both decreased by 1.7 percent and 6.8 percent respectivelY, resulting in an
increase of 1 percent in fuel consumed. This was not unexpected since the
basis for most of the modifications was environmental and local access
improvement. The test served to confirm that no particular operational
problems would arise at any specific junction due to the changes.
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Changed circumstances had prevented the completion of the inner ring
road in its originally envisaged form, with sections to the west, north and
south being completed or under contract, but that to the east being abandoned ..
Proposals for some improvement in this corridor were developed, involving
upgrading several existing roads and restr'icting access to them, and improving
the capacity for certain movements at two junctions, the intention being to
divert traffic from parallel routes within the city to this corridor These
changes were imposed on the Test B network and had the effect of redressing
the losses at global statistic level experienced by Test B over Test A, as
indicated in Table 1. Some diversion did take place, but not to the degree
expected

The main component of this test was the introduction of a new bus
routeing strategy which was developed by officers of the Passenger Transport
Executive in consultation with JTU officers. The strategy had two main
objectives. The first was to reduce the number of bus terminii in the
central ar'ea, concentrating operations on purpose-built facilities The
second objective was to route inbound and outbound legs of the same service
so that they used a common route ..

Global statistics showed a slight worsening of the operational
efficiency of the network, but it must be r'emembered that the same trip matrix
was being used for all tests, whereas in practice the availability of different
access routes resulting from the extensive change to two-way operation may
well have an effect on the distribution of car trip ends. The test did serve
to illustrate, however', that despite this constraint on trip ends, only

operational problems at two junctions occurred, so that the basic
se of change of this nature could be considered feasible and worth

investigation.

E

The strategy in Test 0 was re-run with additional modification,
for environmental reasons, to assess in broad terms, the effects

capaci t,y of removi ng r'oad space. Seven road closures were incorporated,
links converted fr.qm one-way to two-way operation, two links converted

one-way operation and one new two-way link added. The reduced road
resulted in a small increase in travel distance, but the reduction in
time resulting from less junction conflict served to offset this

The 1978 peak period OD matrix and road network, were used to determine
effect of changing the common cycle time within the central area The

network comprises 49 traffic sigoa1s operating under a peak period
an derived from TRANSYT with a common cycle of 75 seconds. This is
ength cycle to accommodate the high pedestrian flows present in

central area

Figure 4 shows the results of a comparison between this cycle length
those of 90, 105 and 120 seconds, with the 5 performance indicators

215
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Traffic Management Options - Areawide StatisticsTable .1

Performance (1 ) Number Travel Travel Delayed Number Fuel
~.asure of tr i ps Distance Time Time of

Index in 0-0 Stops
Test ",,---- Matrix

Base 197B 1013 969 940 91 .. 2 96,0 96,
(p,.m. )

A 100 .. 0 1000 100 .. 0 100 .. 0 100,0 100

B 1000 1033 983 93 .. 2 103.5 101 ,

C 100,.0 1004 101 . 3 100.,4 101 .. 2 99

D 100,0 99,8 102,3 104,3 102 4 101 ..

E 100 .. 0 1012 978 934 954 99



Number
of
Stops

96,D 96,1

lDD,D lDD,D

lD3,,5 lDl,D

1Dl ,2 99,9

lD24 lDl,9

954 99,8
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sbown expressed relative to the base cycle (i ,e, 75 seconds). The cycle
lengths used here encompass the range of values most commonly used ln
practice, As can be seen from Figure 4, fuel consumption remains relatively
unchanged for all cycles tested As cycle length increases there is a
reduction in travel distance and number of stops, and this is offset by
increases in total delay. These results suggest that, as travel times
increase, rerouting takes place onto more direct routes (in distance terms),
Although total travel time is some lD percent higher for a cycle of 12D
seconds compared with the base cycle, fuel consumption is hardly changed
because of a 5 percent reduction in travel distance and a 3 percent
reduction in the total number of stops. It is difficult to transfer the
results to other areas because it is not possible to know whether either the
pattern of demand or the network characteristics make these results applicable
to other s itua t ions"

It should also be noted that the various cycle times were tested with
unchanged signal times and offsets" The signal timings and offsets used
throughout were those corresponding to a cycle length of 75 seconds, and used
in the cal ibration of the model" They were therefore optimised by the TRANSYT
program for that specific cycle length and set of flows, Since the demand
pattern changes with cycle length, ie. some rerouting takes place, new
signal timings would be required. Revised values for the offsets would also
be needed for each cycle time chosen"

~ Management Measures

SATURN, being a detailed assignment model, is only able to deal with
route choice and is not designed to oredict the effects of those'
options which are deslgned to lnf1uence moda s 1 ts. However it is possible
to USe the model to predlet changes ln ilnk trafflc levels that would
result from assumed changes in the number of vehicle trips travelling between
given zone pairs, In this way it is possible to model the effects of DD
matrix changes to the traffic flow characteristics, at both the local and
area"i de 1eve1s,

Although specifi ma nt measures such as car restrai~

parkinr policies, and public transport fare su Sl ies canno e mo e ed
direct y, it is posslbie to evaluate the upper bounds of the ilkeiy benefits
pf such policies in terms of their ability to reduce peak period congestion"

Figure 5 shows the results of the analysis carried out on the
sensitivity of the outputs to changes in the overall size of the DD matrix,
he base used here is the one-hour evening peak DD used in the cal ibration
fSATURN. The entire matrix was factored to + 50 percent of the base, in
?percent steps, and the results for the corresponding changes in travel
l~tance, travel time, delay, stops and fuel consumption, aye shown here.
91' example, if it were possible to reduce the overall level of tripmaking
y 20 per cent, un i form1y over the a rea, the over a11 fue 1 consumpti on would
e>reduced by approximately 25 percent, Toe cor,esponding increase in
uel consumption due~ increase in the size of the 00 of 20 percent,
u e ln the region of 35 ercenL
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A number of model runs were undertaken using the calibrated base network
for the SATURN and the 'buffer' areas, in conjunction with different 00
matrices to assess the impact of changes in the total number of trip origins
in sub-areas A and B, Table 2 compares the fuel consumption reduction
potential from reductions in vehicle trips from sub-areas A and B..
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Percentage reduction in
Percentage areawide fuel

reduction in consumption from
sub-area origins changes to:

sub-area A sub-area B

10 07 3,0
20 22 7,8
30 3 9 11.0
40 4 7 14,,6
50 5 2 18,1

220

The fuel consumption effect of reducin2 trip_origins
Tn sub-areas-Aiina-g-------

Clearly such tests serve only to indicate the order of magnitude of
changes to be expected if certain assumptions about achievable reduction
are made. Since it is unlikely that a uniform reduction over the entire
area would be possible by means of demand management measures, it is perhaps
useful to deal at the level of individual zonal movements .. For this purpose
two sub-areas were used to determine the sensitivity of the outputs to
changes in total vehicle trip origins in those areas, Origins were factored
because we are dealing with the evening peak-hour matrix with its
predominantly outbound movements from the central area,

The two sub-areas have the follOwing characteristics:

Sub-area A
TFiE 1S made up of 19 zones with a total number of vehicle trip or1g1ns

of 2566 pcu/hr in the evening one-hour peak period, representing 8 percent
of total matrix trips,. The zones were chosen in consultation with planning
officers in Merseyside and represent those areas where the long-stay car
parking space is mainly under the control of the local authority .. They excl
central area zones where control of price and supply of commuter parking
would be extremely difficult to be applied by the Local Authority because of
the predominance of private non-residential parking.

Sub-area B
TliTSareais made up of the 19 zones of sub-area A and an additional

17 zones in the central area, The total number of vehicle trip origins
associated with these 36 zones is 6333 pcu/hr, i e. 19 percent of the total
matrix trips,. This sub-area forms a central 'core' area where car' restraint
policies such as cordon restraint or a supplementary ar'ea licensing scheme,
would be applied, if such measures were under consider'ation

Table 2
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The fuel consumption effects obtained in all the tests are based on I
the assumption that all trip origins which were constrained would no longer
be made by car, and that any increase in public transport patronage that
might occur as a result would not involve additional public transport fuel
consumption

If car trips from sub-areas A and B were restrained by parking controls,
for example, then some of those trip-makers might change mode, others might
change destinations (origins) to adjacent unconstrained zones, and others
might change their parking location In the case of other car restraint
strategies such as cordon pricing during peak periods, terminating traffic
might be affected in a similar way and in addition some tripmakers might
decide to travel at other unconstrained times of the day. Through traffic
would also be likely to divert around the area thus avoiding the restraint ..
SATURN, being essentially a route choice model, cannot provide answers to
modal or destination choice questions ..

The tests just described were undertaken using both the SATURN and
the 'buffer' area networks. Therefore, the fact that central area trip
origins were constrained affected zone-to-·zone travel times and hence the
choice of routes throughout the study area. Restraining trip ends in this

in practice, lead to some diversion of through traffic which was
by-passing the central area, and which may now find more
routes through it. In the case-study being considered, through

which at present by-·passes the central area in its vicinity, a small
nrcloo·rtion of total movement in the evening peak period, does so mainly via

established inner ring road to the west of the central area. It is
that such through traffic would be induced through a less congested

area as a result of stringent parking controls for example. Although
results of the tests just described were not analysed on a route choice

for through movements, the traffic link flows on the inner ring road
in accordance with corresponding reductions in central area trip

, suggesting that rerouting of through movements would not occur in
significant way ..

In this section the effects of several traffic management measures,
may be implmenented in the central area of Liverpool, were assessed
the SATURN model. These measures, which have been put forward mainly

public transport operations and enhance environmental conditions
central area, were found to have a very small impact on areawide

consumption. This is in spite of the fact that some of the measures
ved substantial changes to the circulation patterns within the area

~er'efl)re it is concluded that, if the pattern of demand is assumed fixed
short term - a plausible assumption in the case of traffic circulation

':'''dng''' - overall fuel consumption impacts are likely to be smalL However,
be stressed that the measures tested were not specifically designed

substantially reduce vehicular delay or drastically change
~~vir()nmenlta conditions within the central area. Although such severe
ed,ur,'s would produce higher fuel savings, they are not financially or

ly feasible
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Overall fuel consumption was also found to be very insensitive to
changes in the common cycle time used for the operation of traffic signal
timings, within the range most commonly used in practice" These results
can only be seen as tentative since changes were made to the common cycle
time without adjusting individual signal timings and offsets to optimise
traffic flow conditions under the new cycle time and route choice regime,

Finally, the effect of changes to travel demand patterns were studied
by defining two sub-areas where parking restrictions and private vehicle
restraint might apply Although such demand management measures are not
being contemplated by the local authority planners, the latter were consulted
when defining the appropriate sub-areas,

i~Jtr:.,V I) A full demand modellin e 'se have involved the prediction
cVVv ,il of the e ect 0 any proposed restra i nt measures on trl p genera lOn,'
£". ,I distribution, modal-split and traffic assignment., In CM present study
/;/. I only the last of these stages was modelled using SATURN to predict the
~ effects of assumed changes in the level of tripmaking from those zones
-h.J-1 comprising the two sub-areas This represents a very simplified treatment

of the problem of predicting the impact of car restraint policies on traffic
levels, and hence on fuel consumption, However it gives an indication of
the maximum effect likely by assuming that all restrained trips would either
not take place at all, or would change mode Also ignored in this analysis
are the possible longer-term effects of these policies - e.g changes in
the location of employment and homes; loss of attraction of central area as
an employment and shopping centr'€; and changes to the Y'ate of increase in
car' ownership

It was found that a 20 percent reduction in trip or1g1ns within the
parking control area -, sub-area A - would result in a 2 percent reduction
in area-wide fuel consumption. The same percentage reduction in demand in
the larger car restraint sub-area would produce a reduction in fuel
consumption in the order of 8 percent.

URBAN TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT (UTM) AND FUEL CONSUMPTION

General

This section reports on the potential energy savings that are likely
to result from UTM measures. The term transport is used in preference to
traffic (e .. g .. Urban Traffic Management) to reflect a broader range of measures
than are usually associated with traffic management (e .. g those measures
which have a direct impact on modal choice decisions such as public transport
fares pol icy) ..

J Clearly energy conservation is but one of the objectives which a
. local authority needs to consider.. The degree to which any particular

strategy achieves other objectives and the costs associated with the introducti
of that strategy are clearly important issues However their detailed
consideration falls outside the scope of the present work

The main aim of the work described here was to assess the energy
consequences of UTM measures using the results of previous studies and the
process outlined below:
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This process considers only the short-term impact of the measures on
consumption, It does not represent a comprehensive energy evaluation
would need to take into account indirect and long-term energy effects

well as ease of implementation. cost and other impacts such as environmental
safety aspects" Such comprehensive analysis is very difficult to under
quantitatively although it would be essential if a measure or package

measur'es were being proposed for a specific urban area and energy
was put forward as a high ranking objective,

There are two basic approaches to the quantification of energy impacts,

1) the use of 'before l and 'after ' surveys and
2) the use of predictive traffic models to estimate the likely

direct changes in traffic patterns

'Before ' and lafter l surveys
SUc!iSurveys wl11 usually1i1volve the collection of data on traffic

characteristics to be used with the kind of fuel consumption sub-models
equation (1). Alternatively changes in fuel consumption can be
directly using vehicles instrumented with accurate fuel flow meters

it would be desirable to use a number of such vehicles representing
ete range of sizes in the traffic stream, as well as a number of

represent the range of driver behaviour, although this is costly

Such 'before ' and lafter I surveys using instrumented vehicles avoid
in estimating fuel consumption using traffic data and predictive sub

As discussed eaY'lier, and recently confirmed by Stimpson and Takasaki
fuel consumption sub-models with average speed as the only
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explanatory variable may produce misleading results in cases where traffic
flow 'smoothness' has been significantly affected without corresponding
changes in overall journey travel time. As stressed by DECD (1981), the
use of instrumented vehicles in actual traffic is preferable to using
estimating equations whose coefficients may have been determined from Sti,ndlard
driving cycle tests, since such tests take no account of weather conditi
road network layout, gradients and driver behaviour However such
methods are inappropriate where the impacts of a number of different
of UTM measures need to be predicted. In such cases it is necessary
assess impacts prior to implementation using the results of traffic models

Traffic models
Tlie range of such analytical tools available can be briefly summari

as follows:

a) Sketch-planning models usually based on aggregate data
and simple demand functions Such models can be used to assess
major demand management measures with output in a very aggregate
form (e .. g .. changes in areawide total distance travelled)

b) Macro-level transport demand models dealing with trip
generation, distribution, modal-split and assignment .. Such
models can deal with measures which affect demand for a
particular mode (e.g. public transport fares changes) as well
as measures directly affecting choice of route (e .. g. road
closures). To the conventional zone based models of this type
more disaggregate models have been added using the individual
as the unit of analysis (e .. g. 10git and probit analysis) ..
Such models are capable of predicting changes in modal market
shares that result from changes in the costs and level of
transport services provided The output of such macro-level
modelling will usually be in terms of travel distance and travel
time. The simple fuel consumption model given by equation (1),
relating the fuel consumed per unit distance to the average
traffic speed, is well suited to be used in conjunction with
this type of model ..

c) Micro-level models of traffic simulation and assignment ..
These can range from the very detailed traffic flow simulation
of each vehicle as in the case of the US model NETSIM,
Worrall and Lieberman (1973), where no route choice is modelled,
to more hybrid models incorporating traffic flow simulation and
route choice decisions. The traffic parameter outputs available
for use in fuel consumption prediction vary with the level of
detail being modelled

Individual vehicle simulation models enable fuel consumption
to be estimated internally from the vehicle velocity profile and
therefore account is taken of acceleration and deceleration rates
(e.g. the NETSIM model) .. The models developed in the U~

simulate traffic flow in less detail by considering several
vehicles as one unit for ease of computation.. This is the case
of TRANSYT, Rober tson (1 969); CDNTRAt4, Leona rd et a1 (1978) and
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SATURN, Hall et al (1980). The only UK model of this type
which simulates traffic flow on a vehicle bY vehicle basis
is TRAFFICQ, Logie and Dawson (1979),

~ Consumption_Impacts-Ef UTM MeaSures

The measures analysed were divided into traffic engineering and demand
management measures and the likely national fuel consumption effects of each
measure are summar'ised in Table 3"

It was found that in most cases only theoretical or qualitative results
can be obtained due to lack of empirical evidence, Therefore the summary of
the findings given here contains qualitative and quantitative estimates of
the maximum likely fuel consumption impacts for each of the measures
considered, The following comments are related to Table 3,

(i) Each measure was arbitrarily assumed to be applicable to
one or moy'e of the four urban area categories, i.e. those
with populations greater than 50,000; 100,000; 300,000 and
all areas" (First column.)

(ii) Quantitative estimates were made of the national impact of
inty'oducing UTC systems; strict speed limits; supplementary
area licensing schemes; cordon pricing and strict parking
control s,

Of the traffic engineering measures discussed, the introduction of UTC
,'',+0'"' is likely to result in the highest fuel savings, Using the results of

I and 'after I surveys conducted in Leeds to evaluate the UTC system
{nt·,nrl,,,·prl in part of the urban area, it was estimated that that system has

some 7 percent of fuel consumed in the affected area At the national
it was estimated that UTC systems could save up to 2 percent of total

fuel consumption in the UK

Of those measures which are aimed at reducing peak congestion through
e restraint, cordon pricing and supplementary area licensing schemes
the highest potential savings although the scope for their implementation

the UK is very limited, It was also found that car restraint by physical
is likely to produce negative fuel consumption effects

The author would like to thank Professor A.O May and Or D. van Vliet
their help and advice throughout the project, as well as Mr. Alex Charaffa

the Joint Transportation Unit of Merseyside County Council for his
uable help with the application of SATURN in Liverpool
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